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Timid Mark and the Frightened Monster 

 

Mark lived in a village near the city. There were flowers and beautiful girls in the 

village. People in the village thought Mark was as strong as an ox and as brave as a 

lion. All the girls in the village wanted to marry Mark. People in the village admired 

him, so Mark was as happy as a calm every day. 

 

One day, a hungry monster came to the village. The monster is as big as a house and 

as heavy as a whale. He broke a tree and ran after the villagers. The sound of the 

footsteps was as loud as earthquake. People in the village escaped, because they 

didn’t want to be eaten by a monster.  

 

A villager found Mark and took him in front of a cave, pointing at the entrance. ‘The 

monster is sleeping in this cave; can you help us draw the monster to the cliff? Then, 

the monster will fall from the peak of the mountain.’  She demanded Mark. 

 

Mark thought drawing the monster to the cliff was just a piece of cake, so he agreed. 

However, he was wrong. The villager left and only Mark stood in front of the cave. 

Mark shouted at the monster in front of the cave. Then, the monster walked out and 

saw Mark. Mark was as scared as a mouse when he saw the monster. He regretted to 

agree the villager’s request. Now, the monster was going to eat Mark. 

 

Mark was frightened, he didn’t know what to do! Suddenly, a cupcake fell down from 

Mark’s pocket. It was his breakfast. The monster stopped and stared at the delicious 

cupcakes, waving it tail. Mark was shocked but he knew that this was the only way to 

escape. Therefore, he ran away as fast as he could. He didn’t want to be eaten by the 

monster! 

 

 

 

-----------------------------          The End       --------------------------------------- 


